Ten Big Reasons

to choose orbital stretch wrapping technology
(and, we double-dog dare you to top this benefit package with any vertical stretch wrap method).

1. Productivity. Boosts pack-to-ship performance while minimizing labor requirements.
4. Confidence. Prevents damaging shifting or sliding, and protects the load from dust, dirt and debris.
5. Safety. Eliminates jerky, side-to-side movements of hand wrapping that lead to back injuries and increased worker compensation claims. Eliminates injuries associated with metal banding.
6. Speed. Stretch wraps most loads in a minute or less.
7. Portability. Most models plug into any 110-volt outlet and move easily (on locking casters) throughout the operation.
8. Convenience. Works with all types of equipment - rider forklifts and narrow aisle lifts. With a semi-automatic unit, the rider remains on the forklift for all operations.
9. Ease of use. For technical and non-technical personnel alike, machine use and safety training can be completed within an hour. The unit is easily repaired and maintained with standard off-the-shelf replacement parts.

It’s time to lock & load. Call 1-800-387-5001 and dare to stretch wrap any size, any shape, anywhere.